Abbreviations: ABSM, area-based socioeconomic measure; IBSM, individual-based socioeconomic measure.
Geronimus conceptualizes a model whereby the IBSM is the sole determinant of birth weight (y) of child i in area j, such that y ij ¼ b 0 þ bx IBSM ij þ e 0ij (9) . Given that x is simply a mathematical function of x IBSM ij (i.e., an aggregation of educational attainment of the individual mothers in the census tracts who happened to give birth that year). In contrast, our study conceptualizes the following multilevel model (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) :
which results in fundamental conceptual and methodological differences between our respective approaches. First, we considered ABSM ðX ABSM j Þ and IBSM ðx IBSM ij Þ as two independent variables with both predicting birth weight, as opposed to ABSM's being a ''proxy'' for IBSM (10, 12, 15) . Second, we defined ABSMs based on the population of all individuals living in that census tract and not just the population of mothers, i.e., X ABSM j , and not simply x IBSM j . Unlike the approach of Geronimus, where ABSMs are simply an aggregated function of the IBSM, our ABSMs carry additional information about the socioeconomic conditions in the area above and beyond the socioeconomic position of the individual mothers. Figure 1 illustrates this point by plotting the ''partial ABSM'' (i.e., proportion of mothers with a given educational attainment) and the ''true ABSM'' (i.e., proportion of all the adult population with a given educational attainment). Finally, the distinction in our respective approaches is amplified by our explicit specification of a multilevel model (i.e., modeling multiple levels of variation in birth weight) (16, 17) , which is in contrast to the model of Geronimus that anticipates that there is only a single (individual-level) source of variation in birth weight. Indeed, in our models, we considered three levels of variation (individual, block groups, and census tracts) and found independent effects of the IBSM and the ABSM, measured at block group and census tract levels, with the effects associated with block group-and census tract-poverty and block group-and census tract-less than high school being statistically different (p ¼ 0.01 and p ¼ 0.09, respectively) in separate models.
ABSMs: CONTINUOUS OR CATEGORICAL?
Geronimus argues that modeling the ABSM as a continuous predictor (0-100 percent), with linear assumptions, would result in a substantially larger ABSM effect compared with IBSM effect. Consequently, Geronimus claims that our finding that, in the absence of IBSMs, ABSMs approximated or provided a ''conservative'' estimate of birth weight inequalities is incorrect. The reason that this will occur is simply due to comparing birth weights in areas where 0 percent of the population, for instance, has less than a high school education with areas where 100 percent of the population has less than a high school education. In Massachussetts, in 1990, of the 5,531 census tracts with nonmissing information on poverty (comprising 99.8 percent of the state's total of 5,543 census tracts), only 1 percent (n ¼ 13) had a poverty level of 0 percent, and only 0.1 percent (n ¼ 1) had a poverty level of 100 percent; similarly, only 14 census tracts had a percentage of less than high school education equal to zero, and only one had 100 percent, making the interpretation of a 0-100 percent contrast highly abstract, if not meaningless. Geronimus is correct in observing that there is no inherent correspondence between the individual categories ''college graduates'' and ''less than high school education'' with the ABSM categories ''<15 percent'' and ''40 percent or more'' with less than a high school education, with respect to comparability of the socioeconomic gradient. However, there is even less inherent correspondence of the individual education categories with the 0 percent and 100 percent contrast that Geronimus recommends. Indeed, a more systematic approach would be to compare extreme categories of IBSMs and ABSMs such that they encapsulate a constant proportion of the population. This approach is similar to the relative index of inequality that was originally developed to compare social class gradients over time, given the changing population proportions captured in the most extreme categories of hierarchy (18) . We find that approximately 75 percent of the population was located between the extreme categories used for both our individual-level maternal education measure and the census tract-level ''percentage of adults aged 25 years or more with less than a high school education'' (using midpoint interpolation to approximate the cumulative distribution function), thereby suggesting that our choice of categories for comparison is more appropriate than the extreme 0-100 percent comparison. Furthermore, comparisons of IBSM and ABSM effects have to recognize the ''shape'' of their association with health outcome, which if nonlinear (1, 2, 6, 12, 15) , as partially substantiated by our results, makes the use of continuous measures (modeled as linear effects) particularly problematic.
ABSMs: SAME OR DIFFERENT?
Geronimus accuses us of overinterpreting the differences in the effect estimates observed for the college education ABSM and those observed for poverty and less than high school education ABSMs, arguing that these are essentially interchangeable. As mentioned in our study (8) , there are a priori grounds to anticipate that the college education ABSM (a marker for affluence) need not simply be the opposite of the less than high school education or poverty ABSM (a marker for disadvantage), especially in terms of the mechanisms and processes that the two may generate to influence health (19, 20) . As figure 2 shows, areas with low poverty can have very different ranges of the proportion of the population with a college education and vice versa; thus, specificity of socioeconomic measures (IBSM or ABSM) matters. Geronimus incorrectly states that we avoid reporting the socioeconomic differentials in the low birth weight by college education ABSM (refer to figure 1 of the original study (8) ).
SOCIAL DISPARITIES IN HEALTH: ETIOLOGIC OR SURVEILLANCE RESEARCH?
Geronimus (9) disregards research on quantifying and monitoring socioeconomic disparities in health that has no etiologic component. Indeed, by documenting multilevel influences (individual and area) on birth weight, we highlight the somewhat artificial distinction between monitoring/ surveillance research and etiologic research. Answering monitoring questions on who, in what type of places, are at the greatest disadvantage for health, besides being important in itself, posits important etiologic questions, such as if ABSM effects are substantial, then what does it tell us about the processes that generate individual-and area-based disparities in health, or are ABSM and IBSM effects synergistic/ interactive or are they independent of one another? We concur with the recommendation of Geronimus to encourage efforts to improve data collection and monitoring at the individual level. However, we do not find this effort to be incompatible with use of ABSMs that is facilitated through geocoding of the health events obtained from public health data. From a practical perspective, it is important to note that the lack of IBSMs (not to mention the quality of these measures, including missingness) in many public health surveillance databases is likely to continue. Within this context, we view the use of ABSMs as complementing, not supplanting, any efforts to improve collection of IBSMs in public health surveillance data (4, 15, (21) (22) (23) .
Notwithstanding the dismissive tone of Geronimus' critique (9) , the field of population health is adequately poised for a constructive discussion on the science of studying ABSMs (4, 10, 12, 24) .
